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STAFF REPORT: APRIL 13, 2022 MEETING                             PREPARED BY: A. DYE 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 22-7752 

ADDRESS: 15004 WARWICK 

HISTORIC DISTRICT: ROSEDALE PARK 

APPLICANT: EDWARD PALMER 

PROPERTY OWNER: EDWARD PALMER 

DATE OF PROVISIONALLY COMPLETE APPLICATION: MARCH 21, 2022 

DATE OF STAFF SITE VISIT: MARCH 23, 2022 
 

SCOPE: REPLACE WOOD WINDOWS WITH VINYL WINDOWS 
 

EXISTING CONDITIONS  

Erected circa 1935, this two-story house was designed with minimal, yet prominently placed colonial revival 

details, including a symmetrical placement of window and door openings, keystones above the first-floor window 

openings, and a front entry flanked by pilasters and topped with a highly sculpted broken pediment. The windows 

on each elevation are double-hung units with a six-over-six glass pattern; the front elevation first floor window 

openings are larger than the others due to wood panels below (which are currently obscured by shrubs).  

 
Staff photo, March 23, 2022 

 

PROPOSAL 

Remove 12 true divided-light wood double-hung windows (six-over-six pattern). Install 12 vinyl double-hung 

windows with between-the-glass grids (six-over-six pattern).  
 

STAFF OBSERVATIONS AND RESEARCH  

▪ The Rosedale Park Historic District was established in 2007. 

▪ Vinyl windows on the north and south side elevations likely pre-date the Rosedale Park local historic 
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district designation as a 2009 Google street view image shows the south elevation vinyl windows in place. 

All four of the windows on the south elevation are vinyl double-hung units; two of the six double-hung 

units on the north elevation have been replaced. This application encapsulates the remaining wood 

windows on the four sides of the house at the first and second floor. The window excluded from the 

application is the small wood casement/fixed window in the attic on the north side elevation.   
 

ISSUES  

▪ The applicant states the original windows are suffering from condensation that is trapped between the 

storm and wood sash, and that he has attempted to maintain the windows. The windows do not appear to 

be highly deteriorated, likely in part to the owner’s proactive care. The condensation may be caused by 

storm windows that do not have weep holes (or that the weep holes have been covered with caulk), whose 

purpose is to prevent/minimize moisture from being trapped against the window sash.  

o It is possible the wood windows can be repaired by an experienced window repair company, and 

the installation of better fitting storms that offer weep holes may not only take care of the existing 

problems, but may offer greater thermal insulation than new plastic window framed units.  

▪ The applicant expresses his wish for uniformity of window openings. There are 19 windows on the house, 

and only six are vinyl. The architectural integrity of the house is better served to retain the wood windows 

and eventually replace the vinyl windows with wood (true or simulated divided light) units once they 

inevitably deteriorate.   

▪ Vinyl windows are not appropriate for historic houses, as the level of detail of a true-divided light window 

can not be matched by current vinyl production methods. Even though the storm window on the wood unit 

partially obscures the dimensionality of muntins when looking at the window from a distance, once up 

close, the dimensionality is noticeable and retains equal dominance with the profile of the wood 

brickmold. The vinyl window frame is boxy and flat, and makes the window sash look even more 

recessed. Additionally, the muntins of the vinyl unit are flat and in shadow, as they are recessed behind the 

glass. They add very little to the definition of the window unit and window opening.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Applicant photos 
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▪ The Wallside window contract states each new window will cost $1669. Staff believes the professional 

repair/restoration of a 34” x 53” double-hung window with wood muntins, and the installation of a new 

storm window would likely be less than the price of the vinyl window. The repaired units will offer a much 

longer lifespan through continued maintenance and repair. Repair is not an option for vinyl windows due 

to the totality of their fabrication, therefore they will need to be replaced, and then replaced again.  

 

RECOMMENDATION  

Section 21-2-78, Determination of Historic District Commission 

It is staff’s opinion the replacement of the existing wood windows with new vinyl windows will alter the features 

and spaces that characterize the property. Staff therefore recommends the Commission issue a denial for the work 

as proposed because it does not meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and the Elements of 

Design for the district, specifically Standards: 
 

2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials 

or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
 

6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 

deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design, 

color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features 

shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence. 
 

9)  New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 

that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible 

with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property 

and its environment. 



Front Elevation
staff photo



Front Window Panel Detail - 
lower wood frame is missing, 
staff photo



South-side elevation vinyl windows 
staff photo



South-side elevation
staff photo



Rear elevation
staff photo



North-side elevation
staff photo



Edward Palmer 
15004 Warwick St. 
Parcel#27163044 
Historic District: 

Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI 

To the Historic District Commission: 

I am the homeowner of the aforementioned property. I have entered a purchase agreement with Wallside Windows 
for the replacement of 12 windows at my residence. At the time I entered the contract for purchase I was unaware 
of the process or requirements of the HDC nor detailed explanation needed for the much needed upgrade to my 

home. It is my will that this humble attempt at explanation is enough to convince the HDC that we may proceed 
with upgrading my home with energy efficient windows is a worthy cause. 

As laid out by a phone conversation as well as email by Brendan Cagney, it comes to my understanding that the 
Historic District Commission always advocates for repair instead of replacement with regard to historic age 
windows. It is my intent to show that we have just cause to replace the rest of the existing wood windows with 
modern, energy efficient Vinyl windows that would match the windows already replaced to the north and south of 

the dwelling. The replacement of the proposed 12 windows will give the home a more consistent look since the 
windows to be replace have multiple different type of storms consisting of different material and do a poor job of 
insulating the home. As you will be able to see from the pictures I have attempted to keep up with maintaining the 

state of the wood windows with varying levels of success. This winter it has become apparent to us( the 
homeowners) that the amount of condensation that is trapped between the storms and windows as well as moisture 
that developes on the panes is the source for mold to accumulate. This is in contrast to the existing double pane 

with the grills in between the glass vinyl window that displayed no such condensation or mold growth. The 
proposed windows will have the same dimensions as the existing windows and as such we will be leaving all the 

original wood moldings on the interior of the home. 

Photos - PDF or JPEG: 



Edward Palmer 

15004 Warwick St. 

Parcel#27 l 63044 

Historic District: 

Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI 

Photos 



6. Bathroom Window
Has major chipping of
paint. Caulking pulling
away from brick exterior.
single pane glass with bad
glazing. No glass storm for
lower 1/2. Condensation
that pools on interior as
seen in the detail picture to
the right.

*Notice on the above elevation pictures the
improved appearance of the updated vinyl
windows that have the colonial grills.

Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

Windows 9 and 10 I refinished the exterior During the 
Covid shutdown period in 2020. The grills glazing is 
chipping and lifting. The storm is a white aluminum. 
One of the many styles of storm mix matched across the 
home.  

Interior view of 9 and 10 although may look ok in this 
photo they also suffer from moisture pooling on sills 
and has mold growth. Windows 8, 9, and 10 all have a 
screen insert as well as glass storm system which is 
the white aluminum and have faired the best in the 
existing wood windows because of it. 

8. exterior view rusting frame and
fasteners

8. interior view also pools moisture 8. interior detail view. notice
cracked pane and moisture



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

11. Kitchen Sink window
This is another window I
have attempted to
repair. This lower glass
portion of this storm is
missing and therefore
deals with a lot of
moisture pooling. The
interior of this window
was painted in 2021 with
a high quality latex paint
and it still has visible
mold on the lower sill
when you zoom into the
photo. The sound of the
wind is pronounced at
this window and we fear
is a major point of
escaping heat and
energy loss.

12. Kitchen half bath exterior 12. Kitchen half bath ext. detail 12. Kitchen half bath interior

These photos are a good demonstration of my best attempt at repairing the grills and properly repairing the window 
glazing. As you can see from the interior photo that the moisture that collects inside still damages and molds when left 
unchecked even for a short amount of time. Interior and exterior was painted at the same time. We do not lift up the 
blind on this window and was shocked to see this current state. Notice and make note of the bare aluminum storm 
window. 



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

2. Dining Area Exterior, Dining Area Interior, and Dining Area Interior Detail (L to R)

In this set of  2. Dining Area 
Window  photos to the left you 
will notice the third style of storm 
window. There is only 2 of this 
style of storm in the home, here 
and found in the Living Room. 
These windows have shown very 
little moisture on the interior sills. 
I would attribute this in all most 
likely hood to have had caulked 
the storm shut when I repainted 
the exterior. 

1. Family Room Exterior, Exterior Detail, Interior and Interior Detail



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

4. Upstairs Bedroom 1 Exterior,
Interior, and Interior Detail.

*Note Storm is missing completely from
this window and lets in a massive draft.
In the exterior photo you can notice
fresh window glazing that is unpainted
due to weather temp dropping last year
before we could complete the
restoration of the panes. Major mold
growth this year discovered at time of
taking these photos.

4. Bedroom 1 Exterior, Interior and Interior Detail



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

5. Upstairs 
bedroom 2 Exterior
and Interior.

7. Upstairs 
bedroom 3 Exterior



Edward Palmer
15004 Warwick St.
Parcel#27 l 63044
Historic District:
Rosedale Park, Detroit, MI

5. Current Vinyl 
double pane, 
insulated, double 
hung with internal 
muntins

Scope of proposed work for approval

*Replace 12 Windows
*Material Used Vinyl
*Double Hung
*Window color and trim white
*Muntin Count 3/2
*Full Screen installed
*Energy efficient Low-E glass
*Double Pane
*Colonial Style
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